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Chicago has always reigned as the
birthplace and world headquarters
of pinball, hosting many companies
starting with D. Gottlieb and Co. and
Chicago Coin, followed by Midway,
Bally, Williams and Data East. At the
release of this catalog, Stern Pinball
Inc. is celebrating its 30th anniversary
rooted in a healthy industry shared by a
few smaller manufacturers across the
United States and abroad. Throughout
its history, pinball has always intersected
popular culture in interesting ways,
while being mostly associated with
the counterculture of all eras since
its invention. At one point pinball was
criminalized as gambling and labeled as
a game of chance and not of skill. Pinball
historian and designer Roger Sharpe
brought about the end of the ban by
making a skillshot on a pinball machine
before the New York City Council, once
again declaring pinball a game of skill
and not of chance. The way pinball
has been received by its audience has
always made a considerable impact
on its development by incorporating
popular subjects and technological
advancements. An increasing number
of competitive play tournaments and
industry conventions now take place
world-wide –a sign that pinball may now
be more popular than ever.

Skillshot, The Collaborative Art of Pinball
presents the pinball community as an
art movement in its own right, a cultural
phenomenon constructed by many
talented artists and designers, made
for an audience of creative individuals.
Skillshot honors the vision and talent
of the industry’s many gifted designers,
artists and engineers by breaking
the anatomy of the pinball machine
down into its individual components.
Sound effects, light patterns, playfield
illustrations, dot matrix display
animations, ramps, targets, pop
bumpers, flippers and solenoids all effect
the gaming experience, each designed
by an individual working as a member of
a collaborative team.
I have a love for all things mechanical,
especially machines that don’t try to
hide what they are. Our current cultural
climate is immersed in all things digital.
To a certain extent, pinball has evolved
to embrace the digital, but when it really
comes down to it, a pinball machine is
a succession of mechanical gizmos and
light bulbs all wired together working
both with and against the player. Starting
in 1931 when David Gottlieb released a
flipper-less game titled Baffle Ball up to
Ghostbusters (2016), the most recent
release by Stern Pinball Inc., nearly every
pinball machine has been manufactured
in Chicago. These machines have also
been created through a collaborative
process involving a team of skilled
designers, engineers and illustrators.

The intension of Skillshot is not
to represent all historical eras of
pinball, but rather to capture the
spirit and momentum of this dynamic
art movement by highlighting
the accomplishments of industry
professionals alongside artworks created
by enthusiasts inspired by pinball and
pinball culture. Skillshot is a glimpse
into the vast and ever-changing world of
pinball, an interactive art movement that
is arguably one of the most significant
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creative industries founded in Chicago.

pinball enthusiasts including works
by Rosemarie Fiore, Ryan Claytor,
Rob Karlic, Gene X Hwang, Mark
Sheridan and Ethan M. D’Ercole. When
selecting works for Skillshot, conscious
decisions were made to present
works that depicted their subjects in a
complementary manner, echoing the
efforts of socially engaged artists Jon
Chad and Alec Longstreth, creators of
Drop Target Zine, a pinball fanzine that
challenges the pinball community to
foster a diverse and welcoming gaming
community.

We are proud to present the creations
of artists spanning the decades from
electromechanical era artists Ed Krynski,
Steve Kordek and Gordon Morison to
Python Anghelo, Suzanne Ciani, Pam
Erickson, Greg Freres, George Gomez,
Chris Granner, Margaret Hudson, Dave
Link, Steve Ritchie, Bob Stevlic, Doug
Watson, to newer artists Dirty Donny,
and Jeremy Packer and many others. We
are equally proud to present works of
fine art created by artists turned

- Mark Porter, Curator
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Skillshot Installation Photos by Rob Karlic
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AN INTRODUCTION TO
THE CONTRIBUTORS:
Roger Sharpe
Roger Sharpe is widely refferred to as
“The Man Who Saved Pinball.” In 1942
pinball was banned in New York, shorlty
after several major cities followed suite.
The ban labelled pinball as a game of
chance, a gambling device. In 1967,
Sharpe served as the star witness of
the Amusement and Music Operators
Association to plea to lift the ban on
pinball. In a Manhattan courtoom, before
the New York City Council, he proved
pinball to be a game of skill, not a game
of chance by hitting a skillshot on a game
he had never played before. Sharpe has
completed licensing work for many major
pinball companies and is a world ranked
competition player. He has designed
several notable pinball machines
including Barracorra with Doug Watson,
Sharpshooter II and Cyclopes.

Echa Schneider

Rob Karlic

Niklas Roy

In an effort to provide female pinball
players with welcoming environment in
which to compete and develop skills,
Echa Schneider founded the world’s first
all-women’s pinball league, Belles and
Chimes. Since its creation in 2013, in
the San Francisco Bay Area, Belles and
Chimes has formed chapters in Eugene,
OR, Oklahoma City, OK and New York, NY.

Photographer, musician and pinball
enthusiast Rob Karlic earned a BA in
Photography from Columbia College
Chicago. His photography has been
publised in Horizontal Action, The
Chicago Reader, Maximum Rocknroll
and New City. He typically creates action
shots, which are a combination of fine art
photography and photojournalism.

Self-proclaimed inventor of useless
objects, Niklas Roy is a German based
installation artist and sculptor who
created an enormous pinball sculpture
for an exhibition titled Ausgeflippt. Roy
agreed to an interview conducted by the
curator to discuss his art practice and his
colossal pinball machine Galactic Pinball.

Doug Watson

Gene X Hwang

Iconic pinball illustrator Doug Watson
has worked on many of the most popular
games ever produced including Attack
From Mars, Terminator 2: Judgement
Day, Black Knight 2000, Devil’s Dare and
Demolition Man. After graduating with
a BFA from Northern Illinois University,
Watson has illustrated over 30 pinball
machines and 50 arcade video games.
He has worked with many legendary
game designers such as Steve Ritchie,
Harry Williams, and Roger Sharpe.

Photographer and touring pinball
competitor Gene X Hwang, co-founded
Orange Photography, a San Francisco
based photography studio has been
documenting high-profile and private
events nationwide since 2001. Hwang
tours across the United States to
participate in some of the largest pinball
tournaments ever held, competing at
a very high level against world-class
competetors. His work is known for
capturing the passion invloved in
competetive play.

Alec Longstreth and Jon Chad

Mark Porter
Skillshot curator and Exhibitions
Manager at Columbia College Chicago
is a pinball enthusiast and a visual
artist specializing in kinetic sculpture.
He completed BA and MA degrees in
sculpture from Eastern Illinois University,
90-95 and an MFA degree in sculpture
from The School of Art and Design and
The University of Michigan in Ann Arbor
MI in 2002 and has worked in exhibitions
at Columbia College Chicago since 2006.

The pinball fanzine Drop Target
Zine(DTZ) was created through the
collaborative efforts of illustrators Alec
Longstreth and Jon Chad. All seven,
self-published issues covered many
topics including an illustrated tour of
the Stern Pinball Inc. factory, a pinball
glossary, dream machines and interviews
with pinball legends such as George
Gomez and Steve Ritchie. DTZ aimed to
promote positive and inclusive gaming
environments that are welcoming to
all. Chad and Longstreth kindly granted
permission for Skillshot to re-publish
entire sections of DTZ in this catalog and
in the exhibition.

Rosemarie Fiore
Represented Von Lintel Gallery, Los
Angeles, Rosemarie Fiore is a fine artist
who creates performative works of art at
her studio located in the Bronx, NY. After
graduating with an MFA from the School
of the Art Institute of Chicago, she has
held several solo and group exhibitions
across the United States and abroad.
Her works are held in many private
collections across the world and she
has been reviewed by many reputable
publications such as Art In America,
Artforum, The Washington Post and The
New York Times.

Rob Karlic, Pinball on Rail – Digital photograph, 2016
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A PINBALL ODYSSEY:
PAST, PRESENT
AND FUTURE

the golden eras for pinball design and
graphic art direction, but it wasn’t
until laws were relaxed and solid-state
electronics were developing that the
games entered a new renaissance during
the Seventies and on through to the end
of the 20th century.

By Roger Sharpe
The challenge, however, to stay relevant
was pushed to the limits with the advent
of a new art form—the video game.
Pinball was suddenly ushered into the
background; seen as an antiquated relic
for a past generation. And, although
pinball was out of the spotlight, it never
faded completely away from view despite
major manufacturers either closing their
doors or turning focus to other products.

For over a century, pinball has endured
almost seamlessly through mechanical
inventiveness and technological
innovation. It is a fascinating tribute to
those who brought the games to life from
the humble beginnings of bagatelle to
become the iconic medium of affordable
leisure time entertainment.
From simplistic pins nailed into brightly
colored boards to today’s current
state-of-the-art attractions, pinball still
captivates both the young and young
at heart with its tactile and immersive
qualities which have continued to define
its existence.

Pinball refused to die. Legions of ardent
fans kept a faint pulse beating by buying
machines for their homes; whether
newly made or a restored treasure. The
resiliency of pinball to survive and even
thrive against unfathomable obstacles
remains an amazing enigma. But then,
so too, is the timeless allure of the
silver ball and the almost symbiotic
relationship between man and machine.
How else to explain the current surge
in pinball production and more venues
opening their businesses to embrace the
machines?

During the depths of the Depression,
pinball provided a platform for intrepid
individuals to lend their talents to the
embryonic beginnings of what eventually
was to grow into a major coin-operated
amusement game industry. Their
creativity, imagination and perseverance
firmly established pinball into the fabric
of society in a way that no other device
had done so previously. But success
had its price as local communities,
cities and states launched their efforts
to effectively ban pinball to millions of
people when its popularity became too
pervasive.

But there are still challenges ahead.
How does pinball continue to evolve into
a compelling and viable commercial
attraction for a diverse range of locales?
Where once there were over 2 million
machines in active operation across
the globe, now there is less than half
a million. Collectors and enthusiasts
can house only so many games in their
basements and family rec rooms. The
need is still to have pinball become more
accessible as it was in the late Seventies
where almost every entertainment
center, movie theater lobby, theme park,
bar and tavern, bowling center, train
station and resort area had a pinball
machine or more.

players find themselves ranked.
And there numbers are increasing
exponentially as pinball wizards are
showing off their skills in over 3,000
events that are being staged annually.
At a time when the focus might well be on
virtual reality breakthroughs and other
ways to develop more immersive sensory
experiences, pinball has a unique place
in these ongoing efforts.

“THE RESILIENCY OF PINBALL TO
SURVIVE AND EVEN THRIVE AGAINST
UNFATHOMABLE OBSTACLES
REMAINS AN AMAZING ENIGMA.”
There is an unparalleled tactile
interaction between player and machine.
Each fantasy world under glass provides
singular landscapes where rules and
objectives are special for every realm.
There is no replication of what the player
will encounter once the button is pushed
to start a new game. That is the magic
of pinball—it always has been and it
always will be. Until someone is able to
create a physical and dynamic challenge
that takes our sense of touch, sight and
sound to the same level of intensity,
pinball will remain a game for the ages.

Although a daunting and uphill battle,
pinball has time and again, shown that
there is never a last ball in play. There is
always another game to be savored and
enjoyed—a feature to reveal, a top score
to beat. It is this place where pinball will
always be found with a surprise around
every spinner lane based on the simple
pressing of a flipper button at just the
right time. The game will never be over…
same player gets to shoot again!

Tournaments. Pinball leagues and a host
of other competitions have helped to
raise the stakes to the value of pinball
globally. It is this explosive growth, in
fact, which offers a window on the future
of pinball and what lies behind the next
drop target or kick-out hole. Where does
pinball go from here?

The Second World War proved to be an
additional barrier as manufacturers
turned their factories into the production
of war materials and away from the
games, before regaining some traction
by 1950s. This proved to be one of

Due to the efforts of the Professional
and Amateur Pinball Association and The
International Flipper Pinball Association,
as well as a host of other organizations
around the world, more than 42,000
9
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Top Image: Germain Mariolle has a tough drain on Arena
at INDISC (It Never Drains in Southern California) Finals,
2015, San Dimas, CA
Digital photograph

Opposite Page: Emma Davis plays on Dragon during
Pinburgh at the inaugural ReplayF/X Festival in
Pittsburgh, PA, 2014
Digital photograph, 2014

Bottom Image: Amy Jo Johnson starts multi-ball on
Medieval Madness during league night at the San
Francisco Pinball Dept., 2014
Digital photograph

Next Page: Pinball players 2014, San Francisco, CA
Digital photograph, 2014
Photography by Gene X Hwang
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MARK PORTER IN
CONVERSATION WITH
ROSEMARIE FIORE

Because of this, I feel that it’s important
to be open to life’s occurrences and
experiences. Often an idea is born out
of being present in the moment and
noticing your environment. In my case,
ideas develop as a result of a chance
visceral experience I’ve had involving
a random mechanism’s motion and
movement.

Visual artist Rosemarie Fiore has been
kind enough to share works from her
Evel Knievel Pinball Painting series
in Skillshot. Based in Bronx, NY but
represented by Von Lintel Gallery, Los
Angeles, Fiore has for years created
works of art by manipulating popular
technology such as waffle irons,
fireworks and amusement park rides.
Rosemarie and I agreed that an interview
via email would be pretty fun:

An example of such an idea which lead
to an important project is the GoodTime Mix Machine: Scrambler Paintings
(2004), an Eli Bridge Scrambler
amusement park ride that was converted
into a massive painting machine. I
came up with the idea a few years
earlier during a ride on a Scrambler at
Six Flag’s King Dominion in Virginia. As
I spun around, I realized that the ride
turned in a predictable pattern. That is,
the curve it generates is hypocycloidal.
The motion of the ride is that of a circle
that moves by rolling internally inside
the circumference of a larger circle. A
simple children’s Spirograph toy acts in
a similar fashion. In essence, what I saw
was that this ride had the potential to
be transformed into a large Spirograph
painting machine. Recognizing the ride’s
creative promise, I immediately jotted
down the idea in my sketchbook and
I began to consider this possibility. I
imagined markers and brushes attached
to the bottom of the ride’s seats
recording the hidden patterns it made
when in motion.

Mark Porter: Id like to start off by saying
that Ive been a fan of your work for
several years, it’s really exciting to have
the opportunity to showcase your work in
Skillshot.
When viewing your work I imagine you
in the moment of your creative process.
As I understand it, in order to create
the Firework Drawings and Smoke
Paintings, you constructed machines
that allowed you to direct the smoke
emitted by fireworks onto either canvas
or paper. The result is stunning, the
works look both chaotic and controlled,
they also seem organic and at the same
time industrial. In the same sense, in
2004 you created an amazing series of
60 x 60 foot drawings with a machine
called the Good-Time Mix Machine by
converting amusement park ride into a
giant spirograph-painting machine.

A few years later, I was given the
opportunity to present the idea to Grand
Arts in Kansas City who decided to
collaborate with me to fund and realize
the project. Working with their team, we
refined and developed my initial idea by
creating a simple paint delivery system
prototype, choosing substrate materials
appropriate to the installation sites,
selecting paint colors that reflected the
primary colors painted on the ride itself

When creating your pieces, when does
the art making process officially start,
when does it stop?
Rosemarie Fiore: Artists are inventors
by nature. I believe that for us, the art
making process begins when the seed of
an idea for a visual work is recognized.
15

Evel Knievel Pinball Paintings, 2001
Evel Knievel pinball machine, oil on vellum, vintage pinball glass

Process documentation for Good-Time Mix Machine: Scrambler Drawings, 2004
1964 Eli Bridge Scrambler ride, generator, compressor, bucket, acrylic paint on vinyl, video camera
60 ft x 60 ft
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and formulating an exact process of
painting that harmonized with the ride’s
movements. Once we figured out the
technical details, we spent a few months
painting with the ride ultimately creating
a series of large 48 x 48 ft and 60 x 60 ft
works on vinyl and canvas.
After developing a tool, defining a
new painting process and executing
the work, the art-making component
of a project does not just end with an
exhibition or performance. Rather, I am
interested in re-examining the motions
of earlier painting tools by revisiting their
movements through the development of
new painting tools. Because of this, I look
at my work as one unified, connected
creative process that is always expanding
but is cyclical in nature.
MP: Is there a separation between the
process you use to create your works and
the works themselves?
RF: Yes, most definitely. I view my
creative experience as consisting of two
parts.
The first consists of developing
and executing an idea. This part
expresses itself similarly for each
project. It involves of a lot of research,
experimentation, examination, and
trouble-shooting. I explore every option,
including many that lead to dead ends.
With luck, my efforts lead to developing
and refining a performative painting
process specific to the tool and idea.
Sometimes I perform in front of an
audience, but mostly, the process is a
private, personal experience that occurs
in my studio or production space. I
coordinate my movements with the
motion of the mechanized painting tool.
Therefore, the painting process and my
experience changes according to which
tool I am using at the moment.

The second part of my creative
experience is about the finished works
themselves and how I connect to them.
They are time-lapse accounts of my
painting process. I’ve described them
as records or documents of the painting
process. But really they are these
complex kinematic maps. They speak
strongly to me. It’s satisfying to see how
much they transform when on view when
they are removed from their original
production context.
MP: Why do you choose to construct your
own tools and/or use machines to create
your works, rather than relying on more
traditional methods?
RF: Early in my career, I was interested
in studying and recording the motions
and hidden kinematic patterning of
found popular technology that everyone
had a connection to such as the spin of
an amusement park ride, the turn of a
lawn mower blade, the wipe of a car’s
windshield wiper and the trajectory of
a pinball. When I decided to paint with
a certain machine, I chose to minimally
transform the machine and to not
drastically alter the machine itself or its
movement and motion. I didn’t add a
gear, electronics or extra parts nor did I
combine parts to ‘improve’ its spinning
or performance. These alterations
would have changed the essence
of the machine thereby altering the
dynamics of my relationship with it. I was
interested in painting in collaboration
with the machine’s designers and
engineers. As a result, I found myself
discovering, working and creating within
a predetermined structure in which I had
limited flexibility.
During the same period, I began working
with color smoke from smoke bomb
fireworks. I controlled the smoke by
igniting the fireworks in cans allowing
the pressure created to squeeze the
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color smoke out of the container. I
was able to explore and manipulate a
vast number of marks as I directed the
smoke down onto paper. After working
with cans as tools for over 10 years, I
began thinking about making different
marks by expanding my repertoire of
smoke tools. Since I cannot go to the
local art store and buy anything there
that would remotely act as a painting
tool for my Smoke Painting, I often refer
back to European pyrotechnic history for
answers. My research lead me to focus
on the Green Man who was an important
part of Medieval pageant processions
and was always documented carrying a
‘Fire Stick’, a long stick with a bundle of
lit pyrotechnic devices tied to the end. I
realized that I could create my own ‘Fire
Club’ inspired smoke painting tool with
just a broomstick, color smoke canisters
and duct tape. This experimental ’Fire
Club’ tool lead to my creating an ongoing
series of rolling and handheld smoke
painting tools. The advantage of creating
my own tools is that I can change, alter
and re-form them at will to create a mark
or movement I desire. Making my own
tools allows me to enter much deeper
into the process and my work.

“most broken bones in a lifetime” at 433
fractures. That statistic makes me think
of all the Evel Knievel pinball machines
that are out there, still functioning,
having survived many years of abuse.
The machine is almost entirely red white
and blue, adorned with stars, much like
the caped, super-hero like costumes
Evel wore during his stunts. To create
the works in your Evel Knievel Pinball
Paintings series, you chose red and blue
paint to create your drawings with.
Can you describe your process for
making this series, what was your
process and why you chose that
particular machine?
RF: The Evel Knievel Pinball Painting
series was originally produced for an
exhibition in St. Paul, MN and was
funded by Midway Contemporary Gallery.
When I first decided to transform a
pinball machine into a painting machine,
I spent many months considering
which machine to choose. Right away,
I was drawn to the older ones from my
childhood. Wonder Woman, Gilligan’s
Island, Taxi, Superman, Flash, Kiss, The
Black Hole, Star Trek all reminded me of
a time when my brother and I would ride
our bikes to the arcade and play games
for hours on end. I had played a lot of
pinball, but at the time never considered
how the machine would function as a
painting tool.

MP: In 1977 Bally manufactured a
pinball machine dedicated to Evel
Knievel, a stunt performer who
attempted more than 75 ramp-to-ramp
motorcycle jumps in front of huge
audiences in the 60’s and 70’s. I think
of Evel Knievel as someone who liked
to put on a spectacle, a showman, even
an underdog. He was a bit of a pioneer
in the sense that he pushed machines,
cars to their potential breaking point,
asking them to do things they weren’t
designed to do and he was along for
the ride. His performances were the
epitome of man vs machine. I actually
just read that he’s in the Guinness Book
of World Records as being the survivor of

My first step was to research the idea. I
focused on becoming acquainted with
the various parts of the machine and
studied how it could be taken apart
in order to insert a canvas onto the
playfield. I made trips to local arcades
in NYC, met with gamers and studied
the machines up close. I immediately
noticed that the games which featured
2 or 3 playboard levels were not a good
option because the resulting image
would be spread out over multiple
18

canvases, broken up and too difficult
to read. That eliminated some of my
favorite machines such as Gilligan’s
Island. As I continued my visits to
various pinball arcades, I became
interested in the games that featured
old school bell sounds and clicks and
not electronic sounds. It’s while playing
these machines (Electro-Mechanical)
that the rolling of the pinball, the flipper
clicks and the bumper bounces can be
heard because they are not drowned
out by electronic noises. The sound
produced was simple, harmonious and
beautiful. I could see myself painting
to this soundtrack. My search was
narrowed down quite a bit to around
the late 1970’s because after that,
machines featuring electronic sounds
and components (Solid State) took over.

the remarkable and unattainable. There
is something quite poetic about this
and I could relate to it. So I ended up
using Bally’s Evel Knievel machine as my
chosen painting tool.
My machine came with a manual which
I followed taking the simple steps to
remove the glass allowing room for the
cut vellum to be fitted to the playfield. If
you look at the paintings, you can see
where the bumpers and flippers were
because of the holes left in the vellum
canvas. To create a painting, I played
one three-pinball game. I coated each
pinball with oil paint colors chosen from
the colors of the machine itself, the
colors that Evel Knievel was known for.
One pinball was painted white, one red
and one blue. I played each pinball as
long as I could. The order I played each
different color pinball and the length of
time I played greatly affected the color of
the paintings. Some games were longer,
some were shorter and I found that the
longer I played, the more lavender the
painting became. Once the game was
finished, I removed the painting and
inserted a new vellum canvas into the
playfield. In this way, I created a series of
paintings. When exhibited, the paintings
are hung behind vintage pinball glass. If
you look at the glass closely, you can still
see some scratches and scratchitti left
on the glass by a bored teenager.

The machines I was interested in were all
very similar in design. It was the theme
for each machine that varied greatly. I
was immediately drawn to Evel Knievel
although it took a while to track one
down that was for sale. Evel Knievel was
someone I admired as a kid. I remember
watching footage of his famous jumps
on TV thinking he was some kind of real
life superhero. In my mind, there was
no way he would not make his jump
and if he didn’t, he would get up and try
again in the future. Politics aside, he
was a pretty amazing role model for a
young kid. What I learned as an adult
was that sometimes the physics for his
jumps just wasn’t there. Such was the
case in his Snake Canyon jump. In fact,
there was no way on earth that he would
make the jump. In trial run after trial
run, his trajectory failed to reach the
desired distance. Yet, he tried anyway
as if he didn’t care how many bones he
might break. Some might think he had
a death wish, but I look at his attempts
differently. As humans and artists for
that matter, we continuously strive for

Process documentation for Evel Knievel Pinball Paintings, 2001
Evel Knievel pinball machine, oil on vellum, vintage pinball glass

MP: What exciting and new projects do
you have in store for the world?
RF: In my studio, I’ve been interested
in creating painting tools that tumble.
This Summer I’m spending a few
months in Roswell, NM developing
work for a performance that’s taking
place this July at The Fields Sculpture
Park at OMI in upstate New York. The
performance series is titled “In Plain
Air” and the artists involved will be
‘performing’ painting. In New Mexico
19

performance is about moving these
tumbling tools that are dipped in black
house paint across a 30 x 40 foot
canvas using leaf blowers and a ramp.
I’ve sent a few actual tumbleweeds
back to New York from Roswell and if
they arrive in one piece, I hope to use
them in the performance as well.

and in my studio in the Bronx, I’ve
been developing painting tools that are
based on the movement and structure
of tumbleweeds. The painting tools are
spherical in form and are comprised
of wood, resin clay, Styrofoam and
found objects such as brushes, rollers
and sponges. Each tool has a series
of canvas sails sewn into the structure
that enables it to capture wind to roll
and wander across the canvas. The
20
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Rob Karlic, Funhouse
Digital photograph, 2016

Rob Karlic, Twilight Zone
Digital photograph, 2016
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DOUG WATSON RECALLS
ILLUSTRATION PROJECTS

I typically created a tight value drawing
to convey my ideas but Time Fighter
evolved differently. I designed the title
on paper and then just outlined the
figures and machine. I went straight
to Pilot pen, Design Markers and a
few touches of Prismacolor pencil. I
contrasted warm and cool colors, as
usual. After Time Fighter I often used this
same combination of media for concept
art over the next twelve years. In fact
some of my concept art made this way
was actually good enough to go straight
to color separation for final production
art. My illustration for the video game
Spyhunter is an example.

by Doug Watson
Doug Watson recalls some lesser-known
illustration projects that never went
past the design stage along with some
his more popular projects including
Baracorra with Roger Sharpe and
Terminator 2: Judgment Day with Steve
Ritchie.

TIME FIGHTER
Back in 1980 a popular feature in pinball
design were features on the playfield that
counted down, intended to add drama
and a sense of urgency to gameplay.
During my time at Advertising Posters,
whenever I didn’t have an assignment
to work on that day, I sat in my cubicle
and cranked out possible game themes.
They were good practice and by lining
my cubicle walls with them I hoped to
inspire whoever might see them from any
of our pinball clients. I also felt I needed
the practice since I’d had absolutely no
training in illustration or logo/title design.

PREDATOR
This was one of the last of the original
concepts I dreamed up in my time
at Advertising Posters. By 1982 a
popular new playfield device had been
introduced called ‘Magna Save’ whereby
a player with quick reflexes could
prevent the ball from draining between
the flippers by activating a magnet
beneath the playfield. It was delightfully
entertaining when used effectively and
completing playfield challenges to turn
Magna Save on became a fun new
objective in game play.

My two strongest artistic influences
back at that time were the work of
Frank Frazetta and the French artists
doing cover art and interior stories
for Heavy Metal magazine; Caza and
Moebius (Jean Giraud) in particular. For
a countdown themed game, I came up
with the title; Time Fighter and suggested
a couple of fantasy world heroes doing
battle against the juggernaut force of
encroaching technology. My winged
heroes are peeling the hands off a giant
clock face on the front of a machine
tearing across an unblemished natural
landscape like a locomotive. This is a
classic fantasy adventure theme, which
James Cameron echoed 29 years later in
the movie Avatar.

My idea was to have the player become
a big game hunter in the future who
got dropped down on savage primitive
planets to hunt the mightiest prey who
ever lived. In my sketch the player/
hunter is wielding twin K2000 Flesh
Rippers in a swamp surrounded
by hungry tyrannosaurs. But I also
envisioned the player being able to hunt
a variety of huge, deadly creatures both
historic and alien. Aiding the player in
this endeavor is a hemispherical force
field capable of stopping really big
teeth. This was, of course, a thematic
representation of Magna Save. I
envisioned a row of pulsing control lights
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behind the backglass, which would
illuminate the force field whenever
Magna Save was activated on the
playfield.

I knew that the vast majority of pinball
buyers were all male. Cheetah had a
definite female quality of appeal to it
and I wanted to go darker and edgier in
my design, aimed more toward a male
audience. I wanted a sexier female
character as my centerpiece and I
wanted her to look powerful and more
than a little dangerous. Danger + Female
lead me right to the name Black Widow.
Instead of flowers and garments flowing
into arabesques I surrounded my babe
with spider designs with intertwining
legs suggestive of a web. I gave her a
headdress with spidery appendages that
reminded me of crab legs, which led me
to include a crab spider in the lower left.
The distinctive bright red marks on the
spider’s backs would have been echoed
in the coloring on the figure.

Quick players could save a draining
ball and listen to the sound of giant
creatures bellowing and clawing in
frustration, unable to eat you thanks
to your activated force shield. And of
course when a ball drained from lack of
an activated shield a player would be
treated to the sounds of a quick scream
and giant crunching jaws.
Six years after I drew this John
Mctiernan made a movie with Arnold
Schwarzenegger with the same title with
the twist that instead of humans hunting
game on alien planets, alien hunters
came to hunt humans on our planet,
armed with a camouflage field instead of
a force field. Then later in 1993, seeing
Steven Spielberg’s Jurassic Park and its
wonderful t-rex only made me want to
make my Predator game all over again.

I really wanted to emphasize a strong
quality of graphic design in Black Widow
over a more illustrative piece. All the
storytelling happens in the gesture of the
hand and the look in the eyes. I wanted
her to say to a player, “Come play me…if
you dare.”

BLACK WIDOW
I came in to work one day at Advertising
Posters and noticed a new backglass
had been hung on the art department
wall: Stern’s Cheetah. I have no idea who
created the art for it. No one in the art
department that I knew of had done it.
I thought it was strikingly beautiful in its
design and illustration. It was drawn with
the kind of meticulous care I had only
seen done by Dave Christensen over at
Bally. I think it may have been done by
Leslie Kaip.

As with all my other ‘never got made’
pieces in this collection, no one came
along and dared me to make Black
Widow into an entire game.

SORCERY
Toward the end of my first year at
Advertising Posters our sales rep, Joel
Canatero approached the specialty
gift company Spencer Gifts (now called
Spencers) with the idea of half-sized
original pinball backglasses to be sold as
home décor. They went for the idea and I
ended up with the assignment to create
a couple of imaginary pinball game
backglasses.

What intrigued me about it was its
obvious Art Nouveau references. I had
been a big fan of Alphonse Mucha back
in college and after seeing Cheetah I
decided to try my hand at my own Art
Nouveau inspired design.

Thanks to Paul Faris, the art director at
Bally during the 1970’s, classic heroic
fantasy was in fashion. Both Paul and I

I wasn’t sure about pinball players but
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Black Widow – Pre-production illustration, Ink, 1982

Time Fighter – Pre-production concept sketch, Ink and marker, 1980

Predator – Pre-production sketch, graphite, 1982
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Sorcery – Pre-production concept sketch, Ink, 1982
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regarded the legendary Frank Frazetta
to be the greatest and most influential
illustrator of that era. Paul had already
done Lost World and Paragon, inspired
by Frazetta’s work and my very first game
package, recently completed, had been
Panthera, also featuring a strong Frazetta
influence. Constantino Mitchell over at
Williams had just done Gorgar. Now here
I was, presented with the opportunity
to come up with two completely original
themes and do whatever I wanted.
The Frazetta influence here is stronger
than in anything else I ever did. I really
strove to capture the figurative and
compositional magic inherent in his work
while executing it in nine hand-inked
silkscreen color separations instead of
an oil painting.

POOL SHARKS
Pool themed pinball games were a
staple of pinball design going back to the
1940’s. In 1989 Tony Kraemer, who I had
worked with on Swords of Fury, asked
me to do the art package for a game he
designed which at that point was named
8 Ball and 9 Ball. Over the years many
different artists had done many different
variations of this theme so it was a
challenge to think up something new.
One of the consistent themes of my work
in my career has been the importance of
character and presenting the storylines
of a game through the interactions of
interesting characters. I rented The
Color of Money on VHS tape with Paul
Newman and Tom Cruise for inspiration
and learned that another term for a
highly skilled player was ‘shark’. Thus the
title and the chance to design one of my
better logos.
It seemed a natural progression to
me to make pool sharks into actual
shark characters playing pool. After
all, dogs had been done playing cards.
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So I started out with a shark in a sharp
suit playing pool. To further expand the
story/character quality I invented Tiger
Shark, Hammerhead and Great Whitey
along with entertaining versions of their
pseudo-scientific Latin names.

T2 JUDGEMENT DAY
Thanks to Roger Sharpe at Williams I had
access to dozens of Hollywood movie
scripts which had been greenlighted
for production and thus available to
potential licensees. I made a point to
read all of them. Late one afternoon in
1990 I picked up a script written by a
director I knew and admired even though
I had only seen one movie of his, six
years earlier… James Cameron.
I took the T2 Judgement Day script
back to my office and started reading.
I couldn’t go home that night because
I couldn’t put it down. I read with the
visual images of his first movie in my
head and it simply took my breath away.
I knew in an instant that this film, with
Arnold Schwarzenegger staring in it,
would be a huge blockbuster.

Pool Sharks – Pre-production backglass sketch, Graphite on vellum, 1989

And I wanted it.
First thing next morning I found Roger
who told me that Steve Ritchie had
already chosen it for his next project
and that he would be working with
the excellent John Youssi as his artist.
Steve and I were barely speaking to one
another at that point in time. We had
worked on Black Knight 2000 recently
and had clashed famously over the
art direction of it. Our relationship had
devolved into a shouting match and
neither of us were particularly interested
in working together again. But I knew
Steve was an unparalleled talent in
pinball design and that he was simply the
best possible designer for this license. I
also knew John was a superior art talent
and could certainly do justice to Steve’s

T2 Judgement Day – Pre-production sketch, Graphite on vellum, 1990
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game. I also liked and admired John and
didn’t want to potentially offend him by
trying to supplant him as the artist on
Steve’s game.

His simple, and intelligently open-ended
art direction was: ‘I need to see myself
wearing the sunglasses.’ So my dilemma
was; how can I put sunglasses on my
main character without diluting the
impact of his direct gaze addressing
the viewer? I knew that would kill the
whole piece. So my solution was to get
out my oil paint and paint right over one
of the flanking endo-skeleton heads
with another Arnold portrait and put
the sunglasses on him. (I had no idea
what his sunglasses looked like so I
made those up too) I made the flesh
tones of the second Arnold homogenous
with the rest of the background so it
wouldn’t complete with the main portrait
and voila. Mr. Schwarzenegger was so
pleased with my solution he told us
he wanted to own my painting after
production. With the promise that he
could have it if he agreed to perform
custom recorded speech calls for the
game so his actual voice, and not a
sound-alike, could be showcased in the
game.

But I wanted it.
So before I approached Steve I drew
this sketch. I had no visual reference
or stills from the movie production
whatsoever, except for a loose sketch by
Cameron himself envisioning a battledamaged Arnold with his metal skull
showing through torn flesh. I took my
best guess at drawing the way Arnold
might look, based on a tiny photo in a
trade magazine from the first movie,
and just remembered the look of the
future landscape battle from the first
movie. Then I took it to Steve and quietly,
patiently, and passionately convinced
him that I should be his artist to do
Terminator 2. Not only did Steve agree
to work with me, he also allowed me
to lay out the locations of the most
important inserts on the playfield. Just
by the blueprint alone I could already
see the flowing play of the game and the
natural progression of awards possible
right up to Payback Time. In spite of our
clash over Black Knight, Steve Ritchie
and I actually have extremely similar
sensibilities about what makes for great
pinball.

of what he called “bio-mechanoids;”
human/machine hybrids often with
strong erotic, S&M themes. I found
the look and design of his characters
and creatures very new and original at
the time and wanted to try my hand at
creating my own ‘bio-mechanoid’. Of
course for the pinball market I needed to
leave out the erotic kinkiness.

vaginal imagery of Giger. The rest was
many, many hours of drawing this image
on the vellum paper we all used to sketch
with at Ad Posters.
This drawing made its debut in a
conference room at Williams Electronics
in front of Mike Stroll, Ken Fedesna,
Steve Kordek, Larry Demar and the
designer of the game that needed the
art, Roger Sharpe. The reaction to my
drawing was positive but Mike Stroll
voiced that he was afraid the title might
have negative connotations. Considering
the popularity of the Jaws franchise at
the time I found his reaction astounding.
Then the group began spontaneously
suggesting alternative titles. This caused
me to instantly panic as I felt creative
control of my brainchild slipping away.
So I suggested the very first thing that
popped into my head; why not give her
a proper name and call her Barracora? I

I chose a model featured in a cosmetic
ad in an old copy of Cosmopolitan at my
girlfriend’s apartment. This model has
since gone on to a successful career as
an actress and well-known celebrity so
I will not mention her name here. I had
no idea who she was at the time, but the
pose and the direct gaze were perfect.
My thematic inspiration was the wellknown Heart song of the same name.
That gave me my title and my fish-based
theme and I proceeded to create a biofish-mechanoid, minus all the phallic and

As luck would have it, the deal with
Arnold for ownership of my painting was
made through Carolco, the production
company behind Terminator 2. Shortly
after the theatrical release of T2,
Carolco’s two founders; Mario Kassar
and Andrew Vajna, went their separate
ways and Carolco collapsed. Today the
original oil painting for Terminator 2
resides in the Pacific Pinball Museum in
Alameda, California.

I dove into the backglass painting with
enthusiasm and completed it in good
time. It was photographed and sent
to Lightstorm, Cameron’s production
company, for approval. Everyone
approved my painting except Arnold
himself. I hadn’t been permitted to see
any photographic reference from the
movie whatsoever (in spite of having
purchased the license) but Arnold knew
that his signature image was going to
be him wearing the sunglasses and
leather jacket taken from the biker at the
beginning of the film.

BARRACUDA
On the cutting edge of popular
imaginative art at that time was the
Swiss artist, H.R. Giger. He had shocked
the world, literally, with his designs for
Ridley Scott’s gothic, sci-fi horror film,
Alien. I managed to pick up a copy of
Giger’s amazing book Necronomicon,
which showcased his airbrush paintings
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Barracuda – Pre-production illustration Graphite on vellum, 1981
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from Barracuda to Barracora in the black
keyline and then proceeded to spend the
next two months bent over a light table,
drawing tiny dots, one at a time, for all
thirteen color separations. The labor was
mind-boggling. Veteran pinball artist,
and friend; Gordon Morrison repeatedly
told me he thought I was out of my mind.
Perhaps I should have listened because
my vision was never the same again after
completing the entire game. I simply did
not have access to four-color process
printing at that time which would have
meant that I could easily have made an
airbrush painting instead.

thought the name was lame but at least
it was my name. To my surprise and relief
everyone liked this alternative title and
I was released to go create the art for
the first non-Constantino Williams game
since 1977.
In order to translate the modeled and
shaded form look of this drawing into
something that could be silkscreened
on tempered glass I embarked on the
most intensive labor of love in my entire
pinball career. Using an absolutely tiny,
double zero rapid-o-graph (a type of
technical inking pen) I utilized a process
called ‘stippling’ to draw the image on a
sheet of frosted Mylar plastic. Stippling
means to place tiny dots of ink, one
by one, down on the surface in such
a fashion as to create the illusion of
shaded rendering. I changed the title

I do know that in the history of handseparated silkscreen printing on glass,
that no one has ever made anything like
Barracora. It is my Sistene Chapel.
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Wayne Patrick Finn, Terminator 2
March 2011
=
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El Heineken, Demolition Man
November 2009

BELLES & CHIMES

and I started thinking about how to
recreate the experience in other parts
of my life. If the right opportunity could
bring women out of the woodwork to
learn JavaScript, why shouldn’t it do the
same for pinball?

I started Belles & Chimes because I
wanted other women to play pinball with.
After a decade of playing casually, I’d
spent the last year immersing myself in
the local tournament scene. Competitive
play had never held much appeal for
me, but my obsession had long since
exceeded the limits of my friends’
patience and I was desperate to meet
other people who liked pinball as much
as I did. Leagues and tournaments
appeared to be where they congregated,
so that’s where I went.

I found a venue, taped up a flyer,
contacted the eight or so women players
I knew, and crossed my fingers.
People warned me not to get my hopes
up. If women wanted to play in a pinball
league, they would have joined an
existing one. A player in Oregon had tried
to start a women’s league years ago,
but no one ever showed up. If anyone
did come, what would we have to talk
about anyway? I thanked them for their
concern and kept my fingers crossed.

It was almost entirely wonderful. I met
people who could (and did) spend hours
debating the merits of one game over
another, who reacted with glee instead
of glazed eyes to in-depth discussions
of scoring strategies, who would spend
eight hours at a tournament and then
still want to go out and play more pinball
when it was over! I had found my tribe.

“IT WENT BETTER THAN I’D
DARED TO DREAM. I’D NEVER
SEEN PLAYERS SO EXCITED TO
BE AT A PINBALL EVENT...”

There was just one thing. My tribe
didn’t seem to include many people
who looked like me. No matter how
nice the other players were, I could
never shake the lingering sense that
I’d didn’t quite belong. Just as I had
while playing casually in bars, at pinball
events I found myself surrounded almost
entirely by men. Mentions of the gender
discrepancy were met with a shrug or
dismissed with “most girls just don’t like
pinball.” I didn’t believe it.

I started second guessing my plans.
What if they were right? Maybe women
really didn’t like pinball after all. Then
one day, I got an e-mail. Subject:
“Women’s League? Yes Please” A week
after that, another. Subject: “HELL
YEAH!!!” I dragged my sister out to
play with me one night and a woman
I’d never met before approached us
to ask whether we’d heard about the
new league and if we planned to join.
I relaxed a bit, but kept my fingers
crossed.

At the time, I was teaching women-only
coding classes in the evenings. I read
often that lack of interest was the reason
women were so underrepresented in
the tech sector, but our classes always
filled up within minutes of being listed.
Watching our students thrive when
provided a supportive, non-judgmental
environment made a deep impression,
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I had no idea what to expect as I walked
to our first meeting. I veered back and
forth between being afraid so few people
would come that we’d be outnumbered
by supportive male onlookers and
worrying we’d have so many players I
wouldn’t know what to do with them all.
My fears were unfounded. We ended
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up with 12. About half I knew already –
some from pinball, some from elsewhere.
It went better than I’d dared to dream.
I’d never seen players so excited to be
at a pinball event, and several us of
stuck around to play more long after the
meeting had ended. I went home elated,
confident this was the beginning of
something special.
Belles meetings quickly became one of
the highlights of my week. We’d laugh,
share tricks and strategies, and cheer
one another’s high scores. Everyone’s
game improved, even members who
rarely practiced outside of league. I
badgered our members to join me at
co-ed events. Within a year, the average
participation among women at local
tournaments had almost doubled.
Slowly but surely, the league grew, and I
developed close friendships with several
members.
Still, to many players on the outside,
a women’s league remained a novelty.
People would regularly remind me that
just because California could support
a women’s league didn’t mean it would
work elsewhere. Maybe there was
something different about Bay Area girls.

Several months after our first meeting,
I got a chance to find out. A woman I’d
met at a destination tournament reached
out to ask if she could use the Belles &
Chimes name for women’s pinball events
in her area and just like that, we were a
franchise.
Today, Belles & Chimes has chapters in
six cities, and there are another dozen
unaffiliated women’s leagues that I know
of in North America. I no longer advertise
for our branch because we’ve reached
capacity at our venue. I never feel out
of place at tournaments anymore, and
women throughout the country are
becoming increasingly visible as serious
competitors. In March, I got to play
alongside two of my members in the
inaugural IFPA Women’s Championship,
an invitational tournament for the world’s
top ranked female players.
When I look back at that first league
night, it’s hard to believe it was only
three years ago. The role women play
in the pinball landscape has changed
dramatically, but one thing remains the
same – Belles & Chimes meetings are
still the highlight of my week.

Rob Karlic, Tommy
Digital Photograph, 2016

El Heineken, December 2009
Dot matrix display of the Williams pinball game “Demolition Man”
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Pinballs In Space: A Crossword Puzzle of
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Robert Gagno wins the PAPA 19 World Championships on April 10, 2016
Gene X Hwang, Digital photograph, 2016
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ACROSS

DOWN

2. The name of the extraterrestrial who
challenges Captain Picard, ‘Bonjour mon
capitaan!’ ‘Why don’t we play a little game?’
3. Shoot the center ramp to raise heat shield
in this game designed by Barry Oursler and
Joe Kaminkow _____ _______
6. A Stern produced wide body machine not to be
confused with the UK based metal band of the
same name
10. Traverse across the surface of the moon in
this bizarre Stern production. Features a
concave molded plexi-glass playfield
11. Designed in 1976 by Steve Kordek, this
machine is titled Space_____
12. This popular space-fairing robot found
himself “stranded” with Santa, Gorbie,
Dracula and Lola____
17. The title of the second game produced to
feature speech, screams ‘You are Destroyed!’
upon tilting.
18. In this game you must hit three drop targets
in order to light the ramp for Hyper Space
19. Complete all seven missions in Star Trek, The
Next Generation to enter The _____ _______

1. A certain game released in 1992 is themed
on a mysterious time-traveling doctor who flies
through space in his- ______
2. What band created the soundtrack for the
space opera motion picture Flash Gordon, upon
which the Bally machine is based
4. Visit the Mos Eisley Market in this game
designed by John Popadiuk, ____ ____ ____ __
5. Mystical Pregnancy in space is the theme of
this wide body machine _______
7. My kind likes to attack cities across the globe.
I am a8. “Follow the Comet Path to Extra Ball” in9. Complete the “Rocket Special” in this game
dedicated to Nasa’s first space station ___ ___
13. The name of Pin Bot’s bride ___ _______
14. This 1981 Williams release features an ‘Alien
Eject’, ‘Solar Target’ and ‘Solar Gun’___ ___
15. A Dreadnought-class starship designed by
Khan Noonien Singh
16. Shoot the ball into the “Captive Hole” to enter
the first lower playfield ever produced in this
1981 release by the title of-
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Rob Karlic, Sorcerer
Digital photograph, 2016
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Pinballs In Space: A Crossword Puzzle of
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ACROSS
2. The name of the extraterrestrial who challenges
Captain Picard, ‘Bonjour mon capitaan!’ ‘Why don’t
we play a little game?’ (q)
3. Shoot the center ramp to raise heat shield in this
game designed by Barry Oursler and Joe Kaminkow
____ ____ (spaceshuttle)
6. A Stern produced wide body machine not to be
confused with the UK based metal band of the same
name (ironmaiden)
10. Traverse across the surface of the moon in this
bizarre Stern production. Features a concave
molded plexi-glass playfield (orbitor1)
11. Designed in 1976 by Steve Kordek, this machine is
titled Space_____ (odyssey)
12. This popular space-fairing robot found himself
“stranded” with Santa, Gorbie, Dracula and Lola
___ (taxi)
17. The title of the second game roduced to feature
speech, screams ‘You are Destroyed!’ upon tilting.
(firepower)
18. In this game you must hit three drop targets in
order to light the ramp for Hyper Space (starwars)
19. Complete all seven missions in Star Trek, The Next
Generation to enter The ___ ___ (finalfrontier)
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DOWN
1. A certain game released in 1992 is themed on a
mysterious time-traveling doctor who flies through
space in his- ____ (tardis)
2. What band created the soundtrack for the space
opera motion picture Flash Gordon, upon which the
Bally machine is based (queen)
4. Visit the Mos Eisley Market in this game designed by
John Popadiuk, __ __ __ __ (starwarsepisodeone)
5. Mystical Pregnancy in space is the theme of this wide
body machine _____ (embryon)
7. My kind likes to attack cities across the globe. I am
a- (martian)
8. “Follow the Comet Path to Extra Ball” in- (blackout)
9. Complete the “Rocket Special” in this game
dedicated to Nasa’s first space station __ __ (skylab)
13. The name of Pin Bot’s bride ___ ___ (themachine)
14. This 1981 Williams release features an ‘Alien Eject’,
‘Solar Target’ and ‘Solar Gun’__ __ (solarfire)
15. A Dreadnought-class starship designed by Khan
Noonien Singh (vengance)
16. Shoot the ball into the “Captive Hole” to enter the
first lower playfield ever produced in this 1981
release by the title of- (blackhole)
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AN INTERVIEW
OF GALACTIC
PROPORTIONS:
MARK PORTER IN
CONVERSATION WITH
NIKLAS ROY

questions about his fantastic project:
Mark Porter: Could you speak a little
about how your background as a visual
artist is influenced by pinball and vice
versa, which came first, your interest
in pinball or the commission to create
Galactic Dimension?
Niklas Roy: My interest in pinballs
came first. Somehow, I was always
fascinated by those machines. For me,
they look like a miniature version of
an amusement park, where the ball is
the visitor of the amusement park and
as the pinball player, you have god-like
control over the amusing experience of
the ball. Following this logic, it certainly
takes some empathy to become excited
about what happens with the ball on the
playfield. It seems that I can have that
kind of empathy with little steel balls!

Self-proclaimed inventor of useless
objects, Niklas Roy is a German based
installation artist and sculptor. He’s
known for creating many interesting
science/technology based works
including a tiny broom-pushing robot, a
fully functional mini-plotter constructed
of cardboard, an 80 meter tubing
system that pushes colorful plastic
balls throughout the Goethe-Institut
Karakau. Recently he created Galactic
Dimension, a large-scale pinball
machine constructed for the Phaeno
Science Center in Wolfsburg, Germany
for an exhibition titled Ausgeflippt, a
collaboration with the Pacific Pinball
Museum located in Alameda, California.
When one plugs Ausgeflippt into an
English/German translator the result is
“it freaked me out.” The exhibit features
many pinball machines from all eras and
pinball inspired artworks.

Being so in love with pinball machines
it was just a matter of time until I’d buy
my first own machine. About fifteen
years ago I bought a Strange Science
from Bally and I played it for several
hours every day. At the end I became
so good at playing it, that I didn’t keep
track of the score anymore. Instead, I
was counting how often I managed to
roll over the score during one game.
Around that time I also developed some
ideas for art installations, which would
use pinball machines. But I never turned
those early ideas into reality.

Roy’s contribution to Ausgeflippt looks
to be the highlight of the exhibition.
Propped on top of a giant stage,
Galactic Dimension is tilted at a pretty
severe angle, a major challenge to any
skilled pinball player. His machine is
an absolute giant. Despite its scale,
it looks and plays similar to a regular
pinball machine. Instead of using the
small mechanisms typically found in
a pinball machine, he incorporated
instantly recognizable appliances such
as hairdryers and office fans.

When Phaeno (the science center which
commissioned Galactic Dimension)
asked me if I’d like to build a pinball
machine, they had no idea how much
of a pinball lover I am. They have only
seen other installations that I made
and somehow thought that I could be
the right person to build a cool pinball
related art installation.
MP: Im a huge fan of sci-fi space opera
novels, Galactic Dimension, seems

Niklas was kind enough to answer a few
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Installation view of Galactic Dimension presented in Ausgeflippt

everyday items, and there are plenty
of space toys around, which I could
integrate as targets or use as sound
sources. The slingshots, for example,
use toy laser guns for the sound effects
and one of the coolest targets in the
game is what I called the “Space
Disco,” which consists of a dancing
doll in a silver costume that I put inside
an acrylic sphere. Next to the doll are
some cheesy USB speakers with built
in water fountains. Their water spills are
modulated by the music of the doll and
lit by built-in LED’s. When you manage to
drop the ball in the disco, the doll starts
to dance, the fountains start to spray

to have this type of theme. Can you
describe look and concept behind the
game?
NR: The name Galactic Dimension
obviously refers to the unique size of the
machine. The playfield is 10 ft x 20 ft
large and it’s built onto an existing ramp
of the exhibition space. The building
itself looks like a futuristic spaceship
- and since my machine uses the
architecture of the building, the entire
museum became the pinball cabinet.
But the space theme was also a nice
choice for decorating the machine: I
wanted to build the pinball out of many
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and a disco ball above the doll’s head
starts to spin as well. It is quite a cool
effect, I think, and the ball is trapped
there for a while. After some seconds,
a chrome hair dryer blows the ball back
onto the playfield and the game goes on.

for hours at the same machine. But I
think the exposed position of Galactic
Dimension helps to keep the people
moving. And what certainly also helps is
that one game is only one ball. So you
can stop playing every time when you
loose a ball.

MP: What kind of interactions have you
had with audience of Ausgeflippt? How
is the audience interacting with your
machine?

MP: Do you have any plans for future
pinball related works?
NR: Not yet. But if someone needs a very
large pinball machine - I know how to
make one. Just give me a call!

NR: The machine is set up right in the
entrance area of the museum. And
besides being very large, it looks also
very cool. So I didn’t find it surprising
that this is the one exhibit that everyone
tries out first. Even though there are
around 300 other very nice interactive
exhibits in the museum. From talking
with the visitors, I can tell that they find
the machine as addictive as I do. But
thankfully, most people behave well and
leave it for the next visitor after they have
played a couple of balls.

MP: If you were stranded on a deserted
island and could bring only one pinball
machine, what would it be and why?
NR: This is the easiest question! My good
old Strange Science, of course! Because
it’s fast, it has really nice artworks, great
sounds, a five-ball multiball and a super
cool neon light on top. Furthermore,
it originates from the right era: The
eighties, when pinballs were already
electronic but didn’t yet have those weird
dot matrix displays in their backbox.

That’s not the case for the regular pinball
machines in Ausgeflippt, though. There
are some visitors, who stick around

Images courtesy of Niklas Roy
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